PEDESTALS

1.

2.

Our pedestals provide secure and convenient storage,
and are the classic way to keep desks clutter-free.
A range of static or mobile pedestals, all with lockable drawers for secure
storage of ﬁles or personal belongings. They are available as under-desk drawer
space, pull-out storage that extends the work surface, or you can enhance the
pedestal further with optional extras. A drag handle option is available, perfect
for those that don’t sit at the same desk everyday. Or a magnetic seat pad to
create a place where colleagues can perch when working in collaboration.

1. NOTE PEDESTAL
Our most popular pedestal, it has a seamed
carcase, which complements our SystemFile
and Essentials ranges. The unit is available
static or mobile, and in a choice of heights, and
has additional optional extras such as a seat
pad or drag handle.
2. BISLEY INTEGRATED PEDESTAL
This high-quality pedestal is made from
a single steel piece with no visible seams,
complementing our LateralFile range. The unit
is available static or mobile, with additional
options such as a seat pad or drag handle.

2.

1 • Choose from a broad range of 21 colours
• Wide range of internal options available
2 • Choose from an extensive palette of a 34 colours
• All pedestals have a ﬁve-year guarantee
• Wide range of internal options available
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CADDY

Mobile, secure and multifunctional – the Caddy
is storage for the individual at its best.
Caddies perform throughout the workplace; under a desk,
against a wall or used to subtly divide open offices. Mounted
on castors, means it doesn’t have to live in one space, it can be
taken to wherever it is needed most, using the 360 drag handle.
Adding a seat pad makes it an ideal perch place for impromptu
collaboration. The large choice of colours, ﬁnishes and fabrics
make the Caddy an attractive and ﬂexible addition to any
vibrant, agile work space.

CADDY
Lockable storage that’s easy and safe to move,
with two braked wheels ensure it stays in
place. Available in either a lefthand or a righthand conﬁguration with an easily adjustable
shelf as standard and optional seat pad.

• Choose from xx colours
• All caddies have a ﬁve year guarantee
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BITE

TOWERS

1.

Bite is a clever twist on
the standard pedestal.
Bite wraps neatly around a desk or
workstation providing convenient
storage – under-desk storage
beneath, and ﬂexible storage above.
Space-efficient and mobile, it’s ideal
for use in benching environments.
Each Bite comes with a postal slot
and business card holder with the
option of a cork bulletin board or
whiteboard inside the lid.

2.

3.

Towers provide pull-out space
for filing and personal items,
keeping your workstation
completely free of clutter.
Towers are a ﬂexible, secure storage
solution, and are available in multiple
heights so can be put next to or underneath
a desk. They’re ideal for suspension ﬁling,
or storing large binders, stationery and
personal belongings within easy reach.

1. TOWER PEDESTAL
2. UNDER DESK TOWER
3. FREESTANDING TOWER

• Choice of internal accessories and drawer conﬁgurations
• Choose from an extensive palette of 34 colours
• All Bite products have a ten-year guarantee
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• Choose from an extensive palette of 21 colours
• All Towers have a ten-year guarantee
• Multiple conﬁgurations are available
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LODGES

2.

1.

2.

3.

4.

The attractive design of our lodges means they are ideal
for any workplace environment, including front of house,
to provide secure storage for personal items.
Our lodges can be a vibrant addition to any environment as
they are available in a wide variety of colours and ﬁnishes, and
you can choose multi-coloured or timber doors, or a mix of both.
As they are perfect throughout the office, reception, and meeting
spaces they can be used to create a consistent on brand look.
They are available in a range of different designs, so they can
be chosen to complement our other products.

1. BE LODGE
Our premium Be lodges offer a fully
customisable design option for creating a
secure and stylish personal storage area.
The lodges are available in a combination
of lodge doors and display shelves. The Be
lodges can be contrafacing, meaning doors
can be positioned and opened on either side
of the unit. Power or USB charging points
can be added. A choice of lock options is
available: key, combination, digital or RFID.
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2.LATERALFILE LODGE
This well-designed product delivers
high-quality with soft-close doors. Each
compartment offers ﬂexibility, with options
such as internal shelves or drawers to
maximise the space. Power or USB charging
points can be added. The door colours can be
chosen individually to reﬂect brand colours,
and a mix of MFC and steel is available.
A choice of lock options is available: key,
combination, digital or RFID.

3. SYSTEMFILE LODGE
Built to last, the SystemFile lodges have been
designed to provide high quality and excellent
value. They are available in the most popular
conﬁgurations and colours, and work perfectly
with the rest of the SystemFile range. A choice
of lock options is available: key, combination,
digital.

1 • Choose from an extensive palette of over 34 colours
• All Be Lodges have a ten-year guarantee

3 • Choose from a broad range of 21 colours
• All SystemFile Lodges have a ten-year guarantee

2 • Choose from an extensive palette of 34 colours
• All LateralFile Lodges have a ten-year guarantee

4 • Choose from Bisley’s 12 most popular colours
• All Essentials Lodges have a ﬁve-year guarantee

4. ESSENTIALS LODGE
Reliable and affordable, the Essentials
lodges are perfectly integrated with the rest
of the Essentials range. Available in a variety
of sizes and ﬁtted with individual locks
and keys, they are an ideal solution in any
workplace environment.
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